Quantitative analysis of mutation and selection in self-replicating RNA.
Mutation and selection as principles of Darwinian evolution have contributed a wealth to qualitative insight and understanding of complex biological organizations. However, for quantitative measurements of Darwinian evolution, only model systems are sufficiently simple to allow calculation of values for the relevant evolution parameters. The model system used for our study comprises short-chained RNA species whose self-replication is catalyzed by Q beta replicase. In this system, phenotypic expression of a genotype is reduced to its efficiency in directing its own synthesis. The mechanism of single-stranded RNA reproduction is well understood: RNA synthesis profiles can be described by compact equations. The selection behaviour of competing RNA species can be precisely predicted, using these equations, from kinetic parameters of the species: at low concentrations, RNA species are selected for overall growth rate (fecundity), at higher concentrations, for rapid binding of replicase (selection for competition), and at still higher concentrations, for minimizing losses caused by formation of inactive double strands. Finally, an ecosystem may be established where the different species coexist, their relative concentrations being functions of their kinetic parameters. The analysis of competition and selection can be extended to mutants of a species. Experimental conditions can be found where quantitative measurement of mutation rates and selective values of mutants is possible. The interplay of mutation and selection results in establishing a quasispecies distribution where mutants are represented according to their rates of mutational formation and their selective values. Replicating RNA clones, when amplified, rapidly build up quasispecies distributions containing pronounced "hot spots", produced predominantly by error propagation of nearly neutral mutants. The primitive model system shows the same complex Darwinian behaviour as observed in evolution of biological systems. In the absence of extraneously added template, Q beta replicase synthesizes after long lag times self-replicating RNA de novo. In a first step, nucleoside triphosphates are condensed randomly; self-replicating templates produced by chance are amplified and optimized.